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The first building 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first building were plain sheds with smoke ovens similar to those later used in their savusaunas. The smoke oven was made out of rocks without mortal. Significant for the smokeoven is that they were not attached to a chimney. The smoke came out from the oven and got underneath the ceiling to later become ventilated out through an opening. The building was only one single room and the size of the building was decidid by the length of the logs. The buildings were multifunctional, such as providing shelter, drying grain and sauna bathing.  The oven in this buliding had to be flexible. Quick heat for sauna bathing and more steady heat for a longer period. These ovens resembled todays savusauna ovens, without mortal and plaster. At Finnskogen today there’s no buling let from this phase of the first etablishment. 



Single roomed smokehouse

Vika, Östmark, Sweden 



Cookinghouse 

Cookinghouse at 
Samuelsmoen, 
Grue Finnskog, Norway



Finnskogen at change 

Former savusauna, 
Leikåsen, Grue Finnskog, 
Norway



The aspect of assimilation

• Starting point; Slash and burn cultivation 

• Increasing social gap after 1850 

• Alliances throughout marriage



Variations of roomplans 

Mellom Østberget, Grue 
Finnskog, Norway. 



Variations of roomplans

Skredderbråten, 
Grue Finnskog, Norway 



Variations of roomplans

Øvre Askogsberg, 
Grue Finnskog, Norway 



Variations of roomplans

Kirksjøberget, 
Grue Finnskog, Norway 



Variations of roomplans

Kvarnola, Östmark, Sweden



Conclusion 
• New additions were not customary

• Fireplaces did not have a predefined location 

• The smokehouse did not change much over time in spite of other 
modernization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New additions to traditional Finnish houses in Finnskogen were not customary. New facilities such as fireplaces, cast iron stoves or heating stoves, were all placed in new additions to the existing models such as enkelstuga or parstuga. My study reveals that open fireplaces placed in the additional rooms did not have a predefined location. They could be placed along any suitable wall in the room. There was no particular tradition for the placement of these newer items in contrast to the traditional smokehouse or the traditional Scandinavian interior, where the location of the fireplace was largely predetermined. Changing floor plans in Finnskogen may be seen as part of the assimilation and modernization process in the area. However, it is difficult to compare the changes in Finnskogen with those in the border areas of Sweden and Norway. The one thing that may be stated with certainty is the fact that the smoke room and its oven underwent minor changes, which may be seen as adjustments.[1] Changes in the dwellings, on the other hand, must be seen as unnecessary and deliberate, and as a form of modernization and assimilation. �[1] Johnsson (2008), page 116. 
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